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OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENT AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

We believe that the buyers are not considering going forward with TXU coal plant construction, 

irrespective of the outcome of the negotiation with EDF. Rather, they see an opportunity to create value by 

changing TXU current strategy with respect to global warming. The reasons why we believe this are outlined 

below: 

The economics of TXU's proposed expansion plan appear to be remarkably robust, even in the event of 

falling gas prices and CO2 taxed at $10 per ton, (Bernstein Research). However, we consider that the buyers are 

not interested in this investment because the limited value of it is outweighed by its associated risks. The 

present economic value of the new coal plants to the buyers is limited to around US$370m because: 

1. The perceived Net Present Value of economic benefits to TXU (after considering cannibalization 

of existing generation capacity due to variant costs) is about US$580 million. The main strategic 

motivation for these investments in additional coal capacity seems to be to crowd out potential 

competitive investments in coal generation in the ERCOT area.  

2. The Net Present Value of potential carbon liabilities that may accrue to TXU as a result of 

legislation that is expected to occur at the national level is in the range of US$500m. We have 

estimated that the new proposed plants would produce around 40-45% of all TXU CO2 

emissions. Therefore, we associate to them US$200-225m of these liabilities. Hugh Wynne, an 

analyst with Bernstein Research, looked at a scenario under which gas prices would fall to $6 per 

million British thermal units (they're now about $7.50 per million BTUs) and CO2 would be 

taxed or regulated at a cost of $10 per ton, and concluded that TXU would still generate a return 

in excess of its cost of capital. 

On the other hand, the plan has another substantial risks. First of all, despite TXU powerful political ties, 

the company has not yet been awarded the permits for the eight new reference units. Given the strategy of 

conducting engineering and ordering of major equipment in parallel with the permitting process, TXU has 

exposure to a number of different engineering and equipment cancellation costs between US$450m and 

$550m. EDF´s pending lawsuit against the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is having 

significant media attention and making it more difficult for the regulator to award the permits TXU needs. In 

fact, last August 2006, two administrative law judges recommended the denial of a permit for TXU's first plant.  

Secondly, TXU is probably wrong in assuming that no carbon regulations are going to be enforced in the 

future (Kim Morgan in Dallas Business Journal, July 2006) and also wrong in assuming that even if there was 

some regulation, they would surely be grandfathered the permits. If these regulations are federal and therefore 

inescapable for TXU, the impact on the profitability of the plan is significant (as we have shown above). We 

think that the buyers are working with the assumption that there will be significant changes in emission 

regulation in next five years. 

Thirdly, media coverage on the proposed expansion plan by TXU has been intense during the last quarter 

of 2006 and beginning of 2007 (WSJ, NYTimes, CNN, RS). Although some of them have pointed out the 

profitability of the new plants, most articles have portrayed TXU as the example of an old pollutant company 

in a time when environmental issues and global warming in particular have received a lot of attention.  

Finally, although TXU coal plant plan has been mentioned in all analyst reports as a potential new revenue 

source, its effect on share price is not clear. Bernstein Research pointed out that “TXU’s highly aggressive 

assumptions with respect to construction cost, construction period and the requirements of lenders in 

providing financing for its new plants leave the company little room to out perform the expectations it has 

created with its June 8th  2006 press release. The delays and cost overruns that are almost inevitable in project 

financing are thus likely to knock TXU off its announced schedule and construction budget, creating a 



significant degree of headline risk for investors.” Additionally, when compared to similar construction plans by 

NRG (a competitor), TXU assumptions seem even wilder, more so for a company without significant recent 

construction experience managerial capacity to carry out the projects in the terms they announced.  

Therefore, we think that the buyers are planning to stop TXU’s plant construction plan after the buyout. 

In our opinion, the buyers will stop the construction plan of all plans designed with the new reference design 

for which they do not have all of the regulatory permits yet. However, the buyers will probably be willing to 

continue with Oak Grove and Sandow, for which they already have permits and construction is already on the 

way.  

This assumption has two powerful implications: 

1. For the buyers it is financially sound to stop the development of coal plants but they need EDF 

and NRDC to give additional strength and credibility to its “greener” approach to TXU’s 

operation.  

2. Coming to the negotiation table, EDF should consider stopping the plan as a given in the project 

and look for additional environmental concessions in exchange for its blessing of the deal.   

We think that the main source of value for the buyers comes from performance improvements following 

analyst comments: Over the five years ending 2010, management believes TXU can generate $0.60 per share in 

“performance improvements”. These improvements take the form of both revenue improvement (through 

improved generation capacity factors and the addition of TX competitive retail supply customers outside of 

TXU’s native territory) and cost cuts (through reduced generation O&M and lower costs per retail supply 

customer). The company estimates that bringing capacity factors and O&M costs for its coal-fired fleet to first-

quartile industry performance would improve EBITDA by a combined $100 million. Similar improvement for 

TXU’s one nuclear-fired plant would improve EBITDA by $120 million.  

EDF  -  POTENTIAL ROLE IN TRANSACTION & ECONOMIC VALUE 

Our analyses have identified important sources of economic value (up to USD$1-2 billion) for the buyers over 

the life of the investment if EDF and NRDC agree to endorse the deal. A private equity investment like the 

one TPG and KKR are planning can be analyzed in three distinct phases: the buyout, the operation of the 

company over several years and the exit. We have estimated the value EDF and NRDC bring to the deal in 

these three phases. (Details can be found in Exhibit 1) 

Phase 1: Buyout. We have identified two sources of value that the endorsement and active support of EDF 

and NRDC could bring to the deal. The first one is the increased certainty of transaction. Over the last five 

years there has been significant PE activity in the electricity sector. However, in 2 of the 5 cases studied 

(Tucson Electricity and Portland General Electric), the buyout offer (involving the same PE firms we are 

dealing with) was blocked by regulators. The issues raised by regulators had to do with two main themes: 

forecasted increases in consumers (ratepayers) fees and increased risks due to high leverage of buyout 

companies. Although these are not issues in which EDF support could significantly help, we think that EDF’s 

support would ease the transaction process. TXU has had a lot of environmental issues recently and a “green 

buyout” would be very welcomed by some of the politicians and regulators involved in the validation of the 

deal. We estimate that EDF’s endorsement could increase the certainty of the transaction from the historical 

60% rate to 70-80%. The second source of value during the transaction is speeding up the transaction process, 

which requires validation from several federal and state regulatory authorities. EDF can help position the 

transaction as environmentally friendly with its approval, and potentially speed up closure of the transaction by 

facilitating the journey through all the regulatory red tape. We estimate the approval process may be speeded up 

by as much as between 1 and 3 months. The time value of money for buyers is the most important factor here 



and we estimate the gain between USD$200 and USD$700 million depending on equity structure and time 

reduction.  

Phase 2: Operation. The first source of value we identify during the operation of the company is better 

regulatory risk management. In a scenario in which more stringent emission regulations will probably be 

enforced, EDF can help TXU broker more business friendly solutions to emission problems.  EDF is in a 

position to lobby with the government in order to encourage the adoption of clean energy technologies by 

providing subsidies, tax breaks or other benefits for companies. We think this improved regulatory 

management could partially offset some of the expected liabilities from carbon trading or taxes. We estimate 

this value around USD$50 million. The second value source during operation is a decrease in legal risks. EDF 

is currently involved in a significant lawsuit with the TCEC in order to prevent the construction of new coal 

plants. Approval of new TXU plans by EDF would be an effective way of mitigating economic risk from the 

litigation. Although TXU is not the target of the litigation, more stringent emission regulations resulting from it 

could damage its current and planned coal production plants. Additionally, if lawsuits involving TXU are 

dropped or scaled back, management will be able to put all its attention back on the business issues.  

Phase 3: Exit. PE firms need to go through the whole process of purchase and resale to realize the 

returns for their investors. A very significant percentage of these returns depends on how successful their exit 

strategy is. In a case like the TXU buyout, the PE firms will exit this investment through an Initial Public 

Offering (IPO). IPOs can be damaged by controversy on social or environmental issues and TXU is currently 

in the middle of an environmental controversy that includes press coverage and litigation. In 4-6 years, around 

the time new carbon restrictions are expected to come into effect, the PE firms will be trying to find new equity 

holders for TXU. If they maintain TXU current coal strategy, they face an important discount risk for their 

future IPO. Therefore, they need transform TXU into a less controversial company and EDF´s endorsement 

means a big boost to the credibility of this strategy. To price the economic value of the endorsement on the 

IPO, we have assumed a risk of discount between 5 and 10% if their IPO faces some environmental or social 

controversy. This assumption helps us estimate the value at risk between USD$0.9 and 1.8 billion. 

Endorsement by EDF and commitment to more environmental operations during the following 4-6 years 

would greatly diminish this risk.  

To sum up, we have identified significant economic value of EDF´s endorsement through increased 

transaction certainty and speed, reduced operational risks and reduced IPO risks. All those sum up to a figure 

up to USD$1 to 2 billion, of which the lion´s share is the IPO risk and the speed of transaction.  

ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE OF MORE RELEVANT CONCESSIONS  

In order to assess which concessions that EDF should be looking for during the negotiation, we have carried 

out an analysis of several possible options grading them on various dimensions. For the most part we have 

looked at their capacity to decrease the amount of emissions (of CO2 mainly, although we have looked at other 

pollutants), their cost for the electricity company and their feasibility (current state of technology, etc.). If we 

assume that the amount of money the buyers are willing to concede for environmental actions is fixed, EDF 

would most effectively fulfill its mission of reducing emissions by securing those concessions that are feasible 

and are more cost efficient in terms of $ per ton of CO2 reduced.  

For some of the concessions, the type of analysis described above was not possible because of the difficulty to 

allocate hard emission reduction figures to such things as lobbying or funding a research center. In those cases, 

we have looked at the cost of the concession and the potential long-term impact to assess its attractiveness.  

The most important concessions we have studied are:  

1. Scaling back or completely eliminating TXU's program to build 11 new coal-fired plants: This is 

one of the cheapest and most effective ways to reduce carbon emissions at $11.87 per ton to CO2 



emissions. We came up with this number by dividing the NPV of all 11 proposed plants by the amount of 

CO2 they emit. This concession should be one of the hardest fought on ED’s part. All of the proposed 

plants are pulverized coal, the dirtiest coal generation technology, which produces many other dangerous 

pollutants such as SOX, NOX and mercury. Moreover, it is more expensive to retrofit this type of plant 

with carbon capture technology than it is to do so with the cleaner IGCC coal generation technology. 

2. TXU's lobbying support for federal legislation for a mandatory cap and trade system: While this 

concession would not cost much for TXU in financial terms, TXU joining the US Climate Action 

Partnership would lend a lot of credence to the fact the power industry is behind climate change regulation 

and could increase the likelihood of robust climate legislation. This is likely an easy concession to win for 

EDF and comes at little or no cost to TXU. EDF should prioritize this concession. 

3. Independent committee: An independent, environmental audit committee would be the main point of 
contact between TXU and the “green” community.  It would oversee TXU's progress on environmental 
concerns addressed during the buy-out.  This concession is easily achievable, but has to be taken seriously; 
otherwise it would seem as a “green washing” initiative. This would have a low cost to TXU and would 
add legitimacy to EDF’s endorsement. EDF should push for this concession. 
 

4. Funding climate change research: This is another concession whose cost is neglible in comparison to 
TXU’s business. While it is hard to estímate emissions reductions that would result, it would generate a lot 
of good will for the deal. While EDF shouldn’t consider this as a deal-breaker, it is likely to be easily won 
from TXU and KKR, so it should be on the list.  

 

5. Carbon offsets: The spot price for carbon in the U.S. in early 2007 was around $2 and the predicted range 

for the following several years was from $6-15, depending on future regulation. This makes it one of the 

cheaper ways for TXU to reduce total carbon emissions in the U.S., assuming that carbon offsets are 

effective. While offsets are indeed relatively cheap, there is a lot of debate about their efficacy due to the 

lack of experience with the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX). Unlike the European carbon market, the 

CCX is purely voluntary. We rank concessions by relative cost, but offsets come with a serious caveat 

about whether or not they actually achieve real reductions, and where those reductions are realized. It is 

likely that any carbon offsets purchased through the CCX will not reduce carbon emissions in Texas. 

6. Funding demand-side management programs, such as home insulation and Energy Star rebates: 

Conservation is another relatively cheap way to reduce CO2 at an estimated $27.50 per ton of CO2 

emissions (NRDC, Power to Save), but this concession has revenue implications for TXU unless the profit 

motive is “decoupled” from the amount of energy consumed. Therefore, this concession should be 

considered along with another concession: a sales adjustment account to make conservation revenue 

neutral. We looked at all of the demand side concessions together, such as a PSA campaign and a 

consumer conservation subsidy fund  Conservation will have an additional cost to TXU because they will 

be selling less power. Nonetheless, conservation is a relatively cheap way to achieve emissions reductions. 

7. A commitment by TXU to generate more electricity using solar energy, wind energy, or 

hydropower: Renewable energy cost $300 more per KWH of capacity than coal to construct (YSM, 

Harnessing the Power of Wind), yet it produces no emissions whatsoever. TXU’s plants produce 6,500 tons of 

CO2 per MW. On a per MW basis, this means that renewable sources cost $46.15 per ton of CO2 

reductions. Renewables may have some political opposition because of “not in my backyard” syndrome, 

but the conditions in Texas (more consistent wind and sun, more open space) are more amenable for wind 

and solar than in other regions of the U.S. A major drawback of renewables is the inconsistency of federal 

and state subsidies, which have a short renewal cycle that can discourage long term investment. Although 

renewables are not likely to completely supplant coal, they need to be part of the strategy to reduce coal 

use. Also, if a major U.S. power company like TXU heavily invests in renewables, economies of scale may 

lower the cost of this source of energy. ED should push hard for this concession. 



8. Developing a carbon sequestration program: Current carbon sequestration technology costs $150 per 

ton (http://www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/sequestration/capture/), which makes this concession an 

inefficient way to achieve ED’s goals. This concession is a low priority at this time. 

9. Creating a program to retrofit and clean up TXU’s existing plants in Texas: Estimates for retrofit 

costs to clean up CO2, NOX and SOX emissions from existing pulverized coal plants range from $150 – 

500 per ton of pollutant, which makes this strategy too expensive to be a priority for ED. That money can 

be spent elsewhere to achieve far more emissions reductions. This highlights the concept behind a cap and 

trade system, which allocates pollution control dollars to the most effective reduction strategies. If a cap 

and trade system is implemented, TXU would not retrofit their existing plants, which is more expensive 

than achieving the same emission reductions elsewhere. ED should not prioritize this concession. 

10. Time of use metering: The primary benefit of time of use metering is to even out the demand curve for 

power, which makes a big difference for retail power companies, who can lower peak demand, and can 

save consumers money on their electricity bills. This concession, however, does not achieve EDF’s 

primary goal of lowering emissions. It simply redistributes the demand to off-peak periods. This is a low 

priority issue for EDF. 

As outlined above, EDF should push for cancelling TXU’s planned pulverized coal plants, demand side 

management, TXU lobbying support for climate legislation, additional research, an independent committee, 

investment in renewables, and carbon offsets. These concession have the highest efficacy and lowest relative 

cost to TXU and KKR. Other more expensive concessions like carbon sequestration and retrofitting existing 

plants should be avoided. They may kill a deal and would not achieve EDF’s goals. 

PROPOSED NEGOTIATION STRATEGY 

The negotiation strategy has to take into account the value of the endorsement to the buyers, the possible 

concessions that EDF can get from the buyers and the impact the endorsement can have on the probability 

that the deal is successful. All these impacts are better understood if we look at the strategic decision matrix in 

Exhibit 3. The most important strategic aspect of this matrix are the following: 

– EDF is better off if the transaction happens irrespective of them endorsing it or not. This is 

based on the assumption that the buyers will respond to economic incentives described in the first 

part of our document and terminate all or substantially all of the uncommitted coal generation 

capacity. If the deal does not happen TXU remains with its current leadership team and strategy and 

the probability that a new 59 million tons of CO2 go to the atmosphere is much higher 

– EDF endorsement increases the probability of the deal happening. As discussed above, an 

endorsement like this one, would increase the certainty and speed of the transaction by giving it a 

better image with regulatory authorities 

– It is in the buyers interest to get the deal and, given that they first approached EDF, they seem to 

have understood the impact of EDF´s endorsement on the certainty of the transaction 

– The cost of concessions increases the probability of endorsement but decreases the buyers 

interest in the deal. EDF should be realistic in its claims. If they are not, the buyers will not accept 

the conditions and will probably end going for the deal alone. If as a result of the lack of appropriate 

environmental support, the deal does not go through, EDF will have lost a great opportunity to 

influence the development of the electricity sector in the US.  



Given these four strategic aspects we see that this deal represents an important opportunity not only for 

the buyers but also for EDF. One of the important aspects to determine the bargaining power of negotiators is 

the link between endorsement and deal being successful: 

– If it is very strong (i.e.: with EDF endorsement the deal most surely happens but if EDF does not 

endorse it, the deal fails) both EDF and the PE have a strong incentive to agree on the endorsement 

because they do not want the deal to fail (investment opportunity lost and current TXU pollution 

strategy maintained). Both have a big incentive to cooperate and EDF can possibly obtain some 

important concessions on top of the end of the coal plant construction plan in return for the value 

added to the deal (discussed in previous section). EDF, however, should not spoil the opportunity of 

the deal by putting forward unrealistic claims. 

– If it is weak (i.e.: the deal is going to happen with or without endorsement) We think that EDF still 

has the opportunity to obtain concessions on top of stopping the coal generation plan. In this case, 

EDF is less concerned about not closing the endorsement because the deal is anyway going forward 

and the coal plan is probably going to be stopped by the buyers themselves. However, being part of 

the deal would make it more probable that they do not continue TXU current coal plans. In this case, 

EDF should also get additional concessions on top of stopping the plan in return for the economic 

value added to the project.  

The change in TXU strategy that would have the most important benefit for the environment is stopping 

the coal plant construction plan. For EDF, this is a deal breaker. EDF should not endorse the deal if the buyers 

are planning to go forward with this plan. On the other hand, we know from our analysis that this plan has 

little economic value to the buyers and therefore, we think that they would be ready to stop easily. They 

probably approach the negotiation with the idea that we consider stopping the plan a big concession.  

However, we know this is not a big concession from them and that is why we the strategy we proposed is 

sequential. First, EDF should concentrate on obtaining concessions other than stopping the coal plant 

construction plan. In our analysis, we have identified the measures that would be most effective in reducing 

CO2 and other pollutant emissions and would also be more feasible. Some of them will be easier to obtain 

because they do not mean an important cost for the buyers. Others, have an important impact on the bottom 

line and therefore the buyers will be less willing to accept them. EDF should bear in mind our estimation for 

the economic value of their involvement in the project and negotiate and agreement that results in both parts 

sharing the benefits of the endorsement. In our opinion, such an agreement would include the following 

concessions: 

– Demand side management measures: including creation of a fund to subsidize TXU customers 

efforts to save energy and launching a PSA campaign encouraging conservation. (USD$50 million)  

– An increase in renewable energy generation capacity of 2 GW over the following 5 years. 

– Lobbying: TXU should join USCAP immediately 

Once an agreement about these concessions has been agreed, EDF should ask for the termination of the 

coal plant construction plant. Knowing that this plan has little economic value to the buyers, EDF would be 

enjoying a lot of leverage at this point. This shift in the negotiation strategy would probably require additional 

negotiation of the other concessions but we think that the payoffs at the end of the negotiation will be higher 

using this strategy.  

 

 



Exhibit 1: Sources of economic value for buyers of EDF blessing the deal  

Source of 
value 

Rationale Value 

Certainty of 
transaction 

Historical PE buyout success rates have been around 60%. We 
think that strong EDF endorsement would increase the 
probability of success to at least 70-80% 

 

Speed of 
transaction 

$200-700m varying with equity component and time benefit  

Future impact 
on IPO 

Some initial calculations considering a discount of 5-10% on the 
expected IPO price suggest impacts between 1 and 2 billion USD 

 

Better 
management 
of future 
regulatory 
changes  

Future CO2 liabilities are in the region of USD$500 million. We 
expect this opportunity to offset a small part of these liabilities: 
probably no more than USD$50 million 

 

Legal and 
liability issues 

Lawsuit settlements benchmarks against electricity companies 
range from 1 to 4 billion.  

In this case, however, the impact would be indirect (through 
change in regulations) 

 

 

Exhibit 2: Feasibility-Impact Matrix for More Relevant Concessions  
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Cost of impact ($/tonCO2) 

Scaling back coal plants 

TXU joining USCAP 

Funding 
research 

Sequestration 

Carbon Offsets 

Retrofit 
Time of use meter 

Demand side mngmt 
Renewables 



Exhibit 3 : Strategic interaction matrix 

Buyers 

EDF 

Deal No Deal 

Endorse 

EDF 

Pros 

� Opportunity to influence privately 
owned TXU towards clean energy 

� Opportunity to set industry-wide 
standards in the PE sector 

� Enhance credibility of organisation and 
become “preferred environmental 
partner” for deals in the energy industry  

Cons 

� Reputational risk if buyers do not keep 
up their environmental commitments 

Buyers 

Pros 

� Economically attractive transaction 

� Certainty and speed of transaction 
increase along with decrease in exit and 
legal risks 

� Better management of future regulatory 
changes 

� Become “preferred buyer” of energy 
assets and enhance credentials in sector 

Cons 

� Create a partner who will closely 
monitor environmental compliance 

This is considered a low probability event 

EDF 

Pros 

� None 

Cons 

� Would want to control reputational 
risk from announcement of 
endorsement before transaction is a 
certainty 

Buyers 

Pros 

� Good PR as buyers show their 
awareness of environmental issues 

Cons 

� Loss of management time, transaction 
costs and economic opportunity 

Do Not 
Endorse 

EDF 

Pros 

� Buyers likely to cancel coal plant plans 
but no certainty of this 

Cons 

� Uncertainty about TXU coal plants 

� Privately owned company – less 
influence with company, loss of 
opportunity to influence investment 
from PE owned TXU into clean energy 
investments 

Buyers 

Pros 

� Buyers do not have to make any 
concessions to EDF demands 

Cons 

� Potentially longer closing for deal 

� Lack of support from EDF may be a 
longer term issue at time of IPO / exit 
from investment 

� Potential damage to franchise due to lack 
of endorsement from EDF 

 

EDF 

Pros 

� None 

Cons 

� Loss of opportunity to influence TXU 
towards cleaner energy 

� TXU continues as is – current 
management a significant hurdle to 
EDF’s environmental goals 

� New coal plant plans continue as 
before (58.9m tons of CO2) 

Buyers 

Pros 

� None 

Cons 

� Loss of management time, transaction 
costs and economic opportunity 

� Possible reputational damage 

 


